ABSTRACT The current trend for automation is expected to a strongly growth in the area of service robotics. One of the main challenges for reliable operation of such systems is the measurement of the mobile robot pose in a given coordinate system. We present an alternative approach to indoor localization of mobile robots based on the sensor fusion of secondary radar data with an ultrasonic sensor and odometry. The main advantage of the proposed system is that it requires only minimum infrastructure and provides an absolute localization reference to increase the accuracy and reliability. Measurement campaigns in a university building, a hospital, and an office building demonstrate a very good localization performance and prove the advantage of this approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Autonomous robotic systems are experiencing strong growth and are becoming an integral part of everyday life [1] . This is mainly due to the falling cost of processing power allowing for more complex algorithms to be executed and leading to a reduction in the robot labor price. Although most of the currently employed robots are industrial robots (e.g., car assembly robots) or automated ground vehicles (AGVs) for logistics applications, the segment of service robots is expected to experience significant development in the near future [2] , [3] with predicted annual growth of approximately 30 % [4] . Healthcare service robots like the one shown in Fig. 1 represent an important type of robot, which is expected to increase in significance in the near future.
Because service robots are frequently employed among humans, accurate and reliable localization is a crucial prerequisite for the acceptance of this new technology. As service robots mostly operate indoors, they cannot rely on global satellite navigation systems, such as GPS, for localization. Instead, relative positioning techniques using ultrasound, cameras, or laser scanners are being used [6] , [7] , [8] . Solutions that apply range-measuring microwave [9] or FIGURE 1. Mobile robot based on the Festo Robotino platform [5] equipped with a radar node in hospital (a) and office building (b) scenarios.
ultrasonic [10] sensors as an absolute reference mostly use multilateration approaches and require complex infrastructure. The latter issue is especially given in indoor areas with long and narrow corridors. To guarantee a good coverage in such scenarios, many base stations placed along the corridors and thus a costly infrastructure are required. Unfortunately, in office building or hospitals, long corridors are the usual driving tracks for service robots and thus wireless locating systems based on usual multilateration approaches are not really suited for many service robot applications. To solve this issue we propose a new approach. We combine absolute range-angle measuring secondary radar with a relative ultrasonic sensor and odometry to provide accurate and reliable indoor positioning of mobile robots with minimum infrastructure requirements.
A. HEALTHCARE SERVICE ROBOTICS
Due to the quickly aging population, especially in highly developed countries, the demand for hospital workers will continue to grow in the next few decades. As recognized in [11] , a large portion of hospital expenses (30 % to 46 %) is spent on hospital logistics. This includes simple but tiring and repetitive assignments, such as transportation tasks. Hospital expenses could be reduced and the quality of service improved, if an autonomous robotic system assumed these functions, so that the nursing staff could spend their time on more important tasks, such as patient care. The mobile robot is supposed to navigate autonomously through the hospital building and transport clinical materials, meals, and laundry. One of the main challenges for the development of such a system is to provide real-time accurate and reliable positioning, which is a prerequisite for successful navigation.
Several commercial hospital logistics service robot systems are already available. Probably the earliest one is HelpMate [12] , which initially used ultrasound and structured light vision for localization and collision avoidance, which was later replaced by a laser scanner [13] . Another early system is CSS Robotics SpeciMinder [14] , created to help technicians in hospital laboratories by transporting specimens. The system's localization and navigation were also based on a laser rangefinder. Two more recent systems show the continuing interest in the area: Aethon's TUG [15] and TransCar from Swisslog (part of KUKA) [16] automatic healthcare service robot systems. They are both capable of towing carts with food or medical supplies while autonomously navigating using a laser scanner and ultrasound for additional safety.
This short overview shows the interest in healthcare service robotics, which is expected to grow in the future. What is also evident is that basically all available systems use 2D laser scanners for navigation and localization. Although powerful, such systems might become unreliable in the presence of objects that are invisible to the laser scanner (e.g., glass, bars, and objects like tables and chairs which have almost no parts in the 2D scan plane of the laser scanner).
In this paper, one alternative which is not affected by these problems-a secondary-radar wireless local positioning system (WLPS) for healthcare service robots-is presented. 
B. SECONDARY RADAR FOR INDOOR LOCALIZATION OF MOBILE ROBOTS
The commonly known primary radar is a device that, in general, actively transmits a signal, which is reflected by passive objects and received back by the radar as shown in Fig. 2 (a) . By means of signal processing, some information about the environment can then be obtained from the reflections (e.g., the range and angle to objects). In contrast, secondary radar refers to a technique in which two radar devices exchange signals similar to a communication system as illustrated in Fig. 2 (b) . Information about the relative position of both units is obtained after a subsequent signal processing step [17] .
Most current positioning systems are based on devices that can measure only the relative distance between two units (e.g., a static unit at a known position and another unit on the mobile robot) [18] , [19] . This requires at least three static nodes for 2D positioning based on multilateration techniques similar to GPS as illustrated in Fig. 3 (a) . While successfully employed in a multitude of applications, this approach has the inherent drawback that a large number of radar devices is necessary to cover a certain area. Since measurements to at least three devices are necessary to obtain a single position estimate, the reliability is relatively low, because if one measurement fails, no position can be estimated. Using more nodes improves the reliability but increases the system complexity and cost. Measuring the orientation of the located device directly is not possible.
The alternative approach taken in this work is to combine range and angle measurements as shown in Fig. 3 (b) . This combination allows a single static radar to determine the 2D position of the mobile radar based on a single measurement. A second measurement on the mobile radar side additionally allows to determine its orientation. The device used is a 24 GHz frequency-modulated continuous wave (FMCW) 8-channel single-input multiple-output (SIMO) secondary radar with a bandwidth of 250 MHz. More details on the basic operating principle are given in [21] . Several applications based on this approach have been studied in [22] - [24] . 3. 2D localization of a mobile radar node using three static nodes and multilateration (a). (b) A single static node using the range and angle measurement is sufficient to determine the 2D pose of the mobile node (adapted from [20] ).
C. CONTRIBUTION AND PAPER STRUCTURE
The main contribution of this work is to demonstrate a novel wireless indoor mobile robot localization system using secondary radar as an absolute position reference. The radar data is fused with the data of relative sensors with complementary properties to ensure accurate and reliable performance. This paper is organized as follows. Section II represents the core of this work and describes the sensor fusion algorithms used to estimate the mobile robot pose from the sensor readings. Section III gives an overview of the implementation of the algorithms for real-time processing. Section IV presents results obtained with the proposed system in a university building, a hospital, and an office building. Finally, Section V concludes the paper with a comment on the results.
II. SENSOR FUSION FOR INDOOR LOCALIZATION OF MOBILE ROBOTS
A. SYSTEM OVERVIEW Fig. 4 shows an overview of the proposed WLPS. It consists of stationary infrastructure (radar nodes) and a mobile robot equipped with sensors. The static reference node x performs measurements with the mobile radar node y on the robot. From the measurements of the reference node, the robot's 2D position can be estimated. The measurements of the mobile node additionally provide information about its orientation. The wall-detection system z measures the distance and orientation relative to the wall using ultrasound. The mobile robot odometry { provides information about the relative robot motion. As will be described in the following sections, the sensors exhibit complementary properties and were chosen to enable reliable and accurate positioning in all situations of interest. An extended Kalman filter (EKF) was used to fuse the sensor measurements to a consistent mobile robot pose estimation.
B. STATE VECTOR AND MOTION MODEL
The state vector x rob,t describes the mobile robot pose (2D position and heading) sought at the discrete point in FIGURE 4. Localization scenario ''University'' and WLPS concept (adapted from [22] ). The dashed planes and the arrows illustrate the coordinate frames and the planes in which each sensor operates and provides measurement results. The ellipses denote qualitatively the corresponding measurement uncertainties. See the description in the text.
time t and is defined as
In the EKF, the state is represented by the belief consisting of the mean µ rob,t and the corresponding covariance matrix (pose uncertainty)
The EKF prediction step is realized by an odometry motion model. Instead of using the control velocities, it uses the sensor readings of the odometer. Although not a control, but a sensor measurement, odometry carries the same information but tends to be more accurate, because it measures the result of applying the control to the physical system [25] .
69038 VOLUME 6, 2018 Odometry provides the relative change in the mobile robot pose in the robot coordinate system f rob,t during the time step δt odo moving from x t−1 , y t−1 , θ t−1 to x t , y t , θ t . A typical dead-reckoning positioning result given by the mobile robot odometry is shown in Fig. 5 (a) . The robot started at [x, y] ≈ [4 m, −3 m] and moved out of the room and along the corridor at a speed of up to 1 m/s. As evident, although very stable during the short run, there is a significant drift in the range and orientation during the test of length ≈ 30 m. The drift was most significant when the robot was turning as wheel slippage is maximum in this situation. The accuracy in translation and rotation is approximately 2 cm/m and 0.016
As shown in Fig. 6 (a) , the motion can be represented by an initial turn by δθ 1,t , a translation of δd t , and a final rotation by δθ 2,t given by The function wrap(·) limits its argument to the range ±π and is defined aŝ
for an angle α. atan2(·) is the common sign-sensitive extension of the arcus tangent function. The control vector u t then becomes
The model assumes a linear motion by δd t in the direction δθ 1,t . The second rotation δθ 2,t is added to the model to account for the fact that the real motion trajectory might not be linear. The corresponding covariance matrix M t in the control space is
with the parameters α θ,θ , α θ,d , α d,θ , and α d,d describing the accumulated error during the motion. The EKF prediction step and the state transition function g odo then take the form
where the noise term describes the influence of the odometry noise on the state vector with the noise covariance in state space M xyθ,t . The term N (0, M xyθ,t ) describes Gaussian noise with mean 0 and covariance matrix M xyθ,t .
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The prediction for the robot poseμ rob,t is then governed by the nonlinear state transition function g odo :
The state transition Jacobian G t used to linearize g odo for the EKF prediction step is then
The Jacobian V t to transform the control covariance M xyθ,t to state space
The resulting state covariance prediction is then given bȳ
The first term on the right side models the uncertainty propagation after the motion. The second term accounts for the added uncertainty due to the noisy odometry readings. The prediction step always increases the state uncertainty.
C. FUSING MEASUREMENTS OF STATIC RADAR NODE
As illustrated in Fig. 4 , one or more static radar nodes are present in the scenario. They provide the distance d st and angles ϕ st and ϑ st to the Tx antenna of the mobile radar node mounted on the robot. A typical measurement result is shown in Fig. 5 (b) . The three static radar nodes with ID 1, 2, and 3 measured to the radar node on the mobile robot which was moving as described in Section II-B. Radar ID 3 provides coverage in the room; ID 1 and 2 provide coverage in the corridor. As evident, the radars provide a very accurate 2D position measurement at a close range ( 10 m) with a standard deviation of ≈1 • in azimuth and elevation. However, the angle estimation is severely distorted at longer distances due to multipath propagation, which renders it unreliable as shown in Fig. 7 (a) . The distance standard deviation is approximately 11 cm as visible in Fig. 7 coordinate system f rad,st is
p rad,st,f rad,st is then converted to global coordinates to obtain the absolute 3D position of the static radar node measurement
The function p t = b tran (f s , f s , p s ) converts a point p s from a source coordinate system f s to a point p t in a target coordinate system f t . The resulting point p rad,st is used to determine the 2D position of the mobile robot in global coordinates. The problem geometry is depicted in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 . The resulting measurement model is given by the transformation of the position of the measured point (which is the position of the mobile radar node p rad,mo,f rob ) to the global coordinates:
69040 VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 9. Geometry of mobile radar node measurement. f glo denotes the global coordinate system; f rob,t is the mobile robot coordinate system at time t ; f rad,mo is the mobile radar node coordinate system. The radar locates the static node at the 3D position p rad,mo in global coordinates. d mo,2D is the projection of the 3D distance measurement to the 2D positioning problem. The constant and known height difference between the mobile radar node and the static node mounting height is h st-mo .
d 2D and θ 2D are the 2D projections of the distance and the angle from the origin of the robot coordinate system to the mobile radar (see Fig. 9 ). If the mobile robot heading θ rob,t is not known yet (which is the case during the initializing procedure), the measurement model in Eq. (14) leads to a relatively small error (cf. Section II-G).
As previously mentioned, the elevation measurement is not reliable at large distances, and therefore, it can cause a large error in the position of p rad,st . Varying ϑ st while keeping d st and ϕ st constant would move the measured position p rad,st along the dash-dotted purple arc (circle) c rad,st in Fig. 8 . This means that an error in ϑ st changes not only the z but also the x and y coordinates of p rad,st . Depending on the roll orientation of f rad,st , the circle is not necessarily perpendicular to the global xy plane.
As the mobile robot operates in 2D, its position can be described by p rad,st,2D , which is the 2D component of p rad,st . One possible solution for finding p rad,st,2D without using the elevation angle is to find the intersection point of the circle c rad,st with the plane in which the mobile radar node moves, which is parallel to the global xy plane at height h rad,mo . The circle c rad,st can be described by its center m rad,st (which is the origin of f rad,st ), its radius d st , and a vector n c rad,st normal to its plane. The normal vector n c rad,st converted from f rad,st to global coordinates is given by
where × denotes the cross product. n z,rad,st is the unit vector in the z-direction of f rad,st . The intersection point p rad,st,2D,t sought must fulfill three conditions:
2) It lies in the plane of the circle c rad,st . The scalar product of the plane normal and every vector from a given point to a point in the plane is equal. Because m rad,st is a known point in the plane, it can be used to construct a second condition for p rad,st,2D :
where · denotes the scalar product.
3) The distance of the point sought p rad,st , which lies on the circle, to the center of the circle µ rad,st equals its radius and is given by the Euclidean distance d st :
The resulting equations have a closed-form solution, which is not given here for brevity. As they are quadratic, there are two possible solutions. However, one of them can be easily dismissed, as it lies behind the radar. The measurement vector in state space then becomes
m rad,st,xy is the 2D position of the static radar node. Q rad,st,xy is the measurement covariance matrix of the static radar converted to xy state space. The distance and the angle from the static to the mobile radar node d 2D,t and ϕ st,2D,t in the xy plane are
· denotes the Euclidean norm and (·) the angle between two points relative to a common reference.
Using Eq. (14), the measurement prediction z rad,st becomes
As the EKF update step is performed in state space, the measurement covariance matrix
needs to be converted from measurement space to state space to obtain the measurement covariance in state space
This is accomplished using the Jacobian
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Eq. (22) using the Jacobian in Eq. (23) is an approximation of the real problem assuming d 2D ≈ d st and ϕ st,2D ≈ ϕ st . It is accurate for small roll and pitch angles of f rad,st , which is valid for the problems discussed here.
The EKF innovation covariance S t then becomes
where the measurement matrix H t is the Jacobian
With the innovation vector
the remaining EKF equations become:
Although only the 2D position of the mobile robot is measured by the static radar, in the third column the matrix H t in Eq. (25) also contains a dependence on the orientation θ rob,t . This reflects the fact that the position of the mobile robot is not measured directly; the position of the Tx antenna of the mobile radar node is measured instead. The ramification is that the filter will change not only the position but also the orientation of the robot, although the latter is not measured directly. This behavior is correct, as the uncertainty in the position of the Tx antenna of the mobile radar node results from the uncertainty of the position and the orientation of the mobile robot. The change in the orientation depends on the proportion of the position and orientation uncertainty: If the position uncertainty is low and the orientation uncertainty is high, the filter will rotate the robot more and translate it less; in the opposite case, the filter will translate more and rotate less.
D. FUSING MEASUREMENTS OF THE MOBILE RADAR NODE
When the radar node on the mobile robot performs a measurement to a static node, the mobile node estimates the distance d mo and the angle ϕ mo to the static node. All measurements are given in the mobile node coordinate system f rad,mo as illustrated in Fig. 9 .
The result of the mobile radar measurement for a test run in an office building is shown in Fig. 10 (a) . As evident, even for relatively short distances, the angle estimation accuracy is not very high (standard deviation 15 • ). 1 This is due to the ring antenna array used, as it has a very small aperture and only three to four antennas per direction. Therefore, 1 This error also includes the error in the mobile robot heading as no orientation reference was available. the performance in the presence of multipath is limited. However, having a coarse absolute orientation estimate is very important for this application.
The measurement function h rad,mo is defined as
where d 2D and ϕ mo,2D denote the 2D distance and the angle between the mobile and static radar nodes viewed from the mobile node.
As the same measurement principle as in the static radar is used, the considerations regarding the elevation angle measurements from Section II-C are valid here as well. Applying the circle-plane intersection approach from Eq. (16) and Eq. (17), the projection d mo,2D of the measured distance and ϕ mo,2D of the measured azimuth angle on the xy plane are determined. The measurement vector z rad,mo,t at time
step t becomes
The measurement prediction vector z rad,mo,t and the innovation vector z t are obtained analogously to Eq. (20) respectively Eq. (26) . Using the derivative of the atan2(·) function, the measurement matrix H t which is the Jacobian of h rad,mo is derived as shown in Eq. (30), as shown at the top of this page. The EKF update is then performed as given in Eq. (27) . The behavior of the filter depends on the heading uncertainty of the mobile robot. For relatively low heading uncertainty, the filter performs a translation and almost no rotation. For a high heading uncertainty, the filter performs almost pure rotation and almost no translation.
Although the static radar node measures the distance to the robot and the mobile radar node measures the distance to the static unit, the physical quantity measured-the distance between two points d 2D -is the same, and the problem is approximately reciprocal. Thus, the distance measurement of the mobile radar node conveys no qualitatively new information, and can be used only to improve the current estimate. As the path is not entirely reciprocal, some multipath resistance is gained due to diversity. This is not the case for the measured angle. Although the angle measurement ϕ st of the static radar node carries information about the 2D position of the robot, the information contained in the mobile node measurement ϕ mo is about the robot heading. Each radar measurement provides only two constraints in the three-dimensional mobile robot pose space and thus, is not sufficient for estimating the complete pose. However, one bilateral radar measurement is enough to determine the complete 2D pose of the mobile robot.
Although the angle estimation for d mo 10 m is not very accurate, it is very useful especially during the initialization procedure and when the filter loses the robot position and needs to recover. In these cases, the coarse absolute orientation is very important, as it is necessary to fuse the odometry readings correctly. Otherwise, the filter would not know whether the robot is driving up or down the corridor or toward the wall. Of course, estimating the driving direction is possible using only the range data, but this assumes that the robot has been moving for a certain time. Using the mobile radar node angle, only a single measurement is sufficient even when the robot is not moving. Thus, high reliability is achieved.
E. FUSING WALL-DETECTION MEASUREMENTS
To increase the position and orientation estimation accuracy for larger distances between the robot and the static radar, a wall-detection sensor was additionally employed to measure the relative orientation and distance of the robot to the walls.
The ultrasonic device used for wall-detection consists of three air-coupled piezoelectric ultrasonic transducers, which are arranged in a linear array [26] (see Fig. 4 z) . They are operated as transmitters and receivers in immediate succession obtaining three echo reflections from the wall. The Hough transform is then used to convert the digitized echoes to the distance-angle parameter space. A subsequent peak search yields the distance d wd and angle ϕ wd to the wall in f wd . This system can detect a wall up to a distance of 3 m, and within an angle of ±40 • . The performance of the ultrasonic system in a typical indoor office scenario is illustrated in Fig. 10 (b) . As evident, the sensor mostly successfully manages to find the wall. The sensor only fails at the door frames, where more than a single unambiguous wall exists. Apart from that, the sensor has a standard deviation of 1 cm in the range and 2.5 • in the angle.
To fuse the wall-detection measurement into the robot pose estimate, the concept of a ''virtual tag'' was introduced. The virtual tag is defined as the point in the map that corresponds to the wall-detection measurement. For an ideal measurement, this is the point on the wall closest to the robot. The wall is then assumed as a line going through this point and perpendicular to the line from the robot to the virtual tag.
Given the wall-detection measurement d wd and ϕ wd , the virtual tag position m wd,f wd in the wall-detection system coordinate system f wd can be calculated with simple geometric considerations to
m wd,f wd is then transformed to the robot coordinate system f rob,t using the static known transformation and then to the global coordinate system f glo to obtain the virtual tag position in global coordinates m wd (shown as a blue square in Fig. 11 ).
To fuse the virtual tag measurement into the current pose estimate, the global robot orientation needs to be estimated from the position of the robot and the virtual tag. The angle φ wd in global coordinates between the origin of the coordinate system of the wall-detection sensor o f wd and the virtual tag is calculated by
The measurement function h wd is then defined as
and the measurement vector is
The estimate for the 2D position of the virtual tag m wd is defined by
It needs to be calculated by finding the point on the wall closest to the current position estimate.
As the map of the scenario is available only as a raster binary occupancy-grid map and not as geometric primitives, the problem cannot be solved analytically. Instead, ray casting is used. A ray is shot from the estimate for the wall-detection sensor coordinate system origin o f wd in the direction of the current wall-detection angle measurement φ wd from Eq. (32), as this is a good guess of where the wall is located relative to the mobile robot as shown in Fig. 11 . The values of the points on the map are probed until an occupied point is found. To efficiently find the intersection point with the wall, a coarse search with an interval d coarse is first performed starting from o f wd in the wall direction. The points belonging to this ray are given by
where n denotes the consecutive point number, and the function round map (·) rounds the continuous [x, y] coordinates to a discrete point on the map (thick teal points in Fig. 11 ). Starting at n = 1, the state of the occupancy-grid map point M og [p probe,n ] is checked. If the point is unoccupied, this means that the point lies inside the corridor or room, and the search continues with n = n + 1. This is repeated until an occupied point is found that lies inside the wall. The point on the surface of the wall is then somewhere on the line between the last two points. 
These points are illustrated as thin teal points in Fig. 11 To find the position of the virtual tag, the ray-casting procedure is repeated two more times at angles φ wd ± φ wall to additionally obtain the points p wall (φ wd + φ wall ) and p wall (φ wd − φ wall ). If the mobile robot is close to an ideal wall in the map, all three points would lie on a line, which describes the wall in global coordinates. If the mobile robot is close to a corner, the points lie on both sides of the corner and not on a line. In this case, an error is returned, as the sensor would fail to find the wall and a virtual tag cannot be defined unambiguously.
A hypothesis for the wall is given by the line through the points p wall (φ wd + φ wall ) and p wall (φ wd − φ wall ). To determine whether a wall or a corner is found, the distance d pt from p wall (φ wd ) to the wall hypothesis is examined: v n,wall = p wall (φ wd + φ wall ) − p wall (φ wd − φ wall ) p wall (φ wd + φ wall ) − p wall (φ wd − φ wall ) , v p,wall = p wall (φ wd − φ wall ) + (p wall (φ wd ) · v n,wall )v n,wall ,
In Eq. (38), v n,wall describes the unit vector starting at p wall (φ wd − φ wall ) in the direction of the wall hypothesis. d pt is the distance between p wall (φ wd ) and its projection v p,wall on v n,wall . For d pt < d map , the three points found by ray casting are assumed to approximately lie on a line taking into account the map discretization (in the ideal case, we have d pt = 0, as the projection of a point from the line on the same line is the point itself). Otherwise, a corner is detected, and the walldetection measurement is dismissed as unreliable. Assuming a wall was found, the virtual tag position estimate m wd is the projection of o f wd on the line describing the wall [?]:
m wd is depicted as an orange square in Fig. 11 . Similar to Eq. (32), the estimate φ wd for the angle between the virtual tag estimate and the origin of the wall-detection sensor coordinate system is
The measurement prediction vector z wd,t is then
Given the wall-detection sensor measurement z wd,t with the corresponding covariance
and the prediction z wd,t at time step t, an EKF was derived to update the mobile robot pose estimate. An important fact is seen by comparing Eq. (1) with Eq. (34): Although the state is 3D (2D position + orientation), the measurement is only 2D (distance + angle). Thus, the complete pose cannot be determined using only z wd,t . Although the exact 2D position of the virtual tag was calculated by the ray-casting procedure, it is known only that the virtual tag lies on the line describing the wall (its lateral position); the exact position along the line (the longitudinal position) is unknown. It is determined only relative to the current position estimate. Therefore, using the 2D position of the virtual tag in the EKF would erroneously reduce the uncertainty of the estimate in the longitudinal direction. Therefore, the 2D EKF for the mobile radar from Section II-D cannot be used here. Instead, two 1D EKFs were used: one for the distance to the wall and one for the orientation. The orientation filter is executed first, as it slightly changes the position of o f wd .
1) 1D EKF FOR ORIENTATION
Based on the wall-detection angle measurement, the mobile robot orientation is estimated relative to the wall. As the wall coordinates on the map are known, this gives the global orientation. The innovation vector z t is given by z t = wrap( φ wd,t − φ wd ).
The measurement matrix is H t = 1, and the innovation covariance S t is
with the robot orientation variance σ 2 θ,rob,t from Eq. (2) and the wall-detection sensor angle measurement variance σ 2 ϕ wd from Eq. (42). The Kalman gain K t and the updated estimate for the robot orientationθ rob,t and uncertainty σ θ,rob,t follow from the EKF equations:
The effect of this filter on the covariance matrix is a scaling by a matrix V s,t :
This ensures that the variance σ 2 θ,rob,t and the covariances σ xθ,rob,t and σ yθ,rob,t in rob,t are correctly updated.
2) 1D EKF FOR DISTANCE TO WALL
The 1D distance EKF operates along the axis connecting the virtual tag and the position estimate (the orange dotted line in Fig. 11 ). The unit vector describing this axis is given by
The position variance along this axis σ 2 v wd,t is given by the projection of the robot pose uncertainty rob,t from Eq. (2) on v wd,t :
The innovation vector z t for the resulting 1D EKF in this case is a scalar given by
The measurement Jacobian H t = 1 is a scalar as well. The innovation covariance S t results from the uncertainty in the position of the robot plus the measurement uncertainty
The Kalman gain K t and the corrected estimated z,wd,t result from the EKF equations:
The updated 2D estimate for the robot position from the 1D EKF result is then
Only the distance from the robot to the wall d wd is measured by the sensor and changed by the filter. The direction φ wd is determined by the wall geometry in the close vicinity of the current position estimate; the value is not directly measured by the sensor and therefore, is not updated. The EKF derivation above updates the position of the origin of the wall-detection sensor coordinate system o f wd . However, the result is directly applied to the mobile robot position in Eq. (52). This is valid, since the coordinate systems f wd and f rob,t are connected by a known and constant transformation. Eq. (52) can be interpreted as shifting the mobile robot (and herewith both coordinate systems) along v wd,t from Eq. (47) without changing the robot's orientation.
To incorporate the 1D distance measurement in the 2D pose estimate, the uncertainty also has to be fused correctly. The uncertainty reduction factor l s,t along v wd,t is
The robot covariance matrix rob,t is updated by scaling it with l s,t along v wd,t . This is accomplished by first rotating VOLUME 6, 2018 rob,t by − φ wd,t , scaling it with l s,t , and rotating it back by φ wd,t . The corresponding rotation matrix is given by
and the scaling matrix is
The update of the robot pose covariance matrix is then performed bȳ
Although the wall-detection system range measurement updates only the mobile robot position estimate, it is important to apply the stretching step, Eq. (56), to the complete uncertainty matrix¯ rob,t to also correctly update the covariances σ xθ,rob,t and σ yθ,rob,t . The wall-detection sensor provides very accurate results at short distances and when its view is unobstructed. This is normally the case in hospital corridors, which is the main envisioned scenario for the system. As corridors are parts of escape routes, they are usually kept clear of objects. However, even in this case, the wall-detection sensor is unable to give an absolute estimate of the mobile robot heading as the sensor measures the orientation relative to the wall. Due to the symmetry of typical corridors, the orientation result has an ambiguity of 180 • . This ambiguity can be resolved with the help of the mobile radar node.
Another use case when the wall-detection sensor fails is when the mobile robot operates in a hospital room, as rooms tend to be filled with objects, which frequently obstruct the wall measurement and the wall detection works unreliably in such cluttered environments. Large foyers are also a problematic scenario due to the relatively low maximum measurement range of the wall-detection sensor. Such situations can be covered by a purely radar-based localization, as multipath reflections are not as problematic in such environments.
F. IMPROVING RELIABILITY AND INTEGRITY
Although the performance of the EKF is optimal for normally distributed statistical measurement errors, the performance can quickly deteriorate when systematic measurement errors are present. For the wall-detection sensor, such errors can occur when the wall detection fails, for example, when the robot is passing by a corner or there are objects between the robot and the wall. Systematic errors for the radar can be caused by objects blocking the line-of-sight (LOS) path or by multipath interference. This manifests as biased measurements with frequently very wrong distances and angles. As such cases cannot be modeled (a violation of the complete state assumption underlying the Kalman filter), the EKF would try to treat them as normal measurements, which would cause an error in the position estimate.
To improve the stability of the EKF and enable outlier detection, the Mahalanobis distance D M,t is used [27] . It is calculated during the EKF correction step and is given by
It gives the distance of a point from the mean of a probability distribution in terms of ''standard deviations''. When applied to positioning problems, for the same Euclidean distance between the measurement and the expectation (i.e. length of the innovation vector z t ), the Mahalanobis distance is shorter when the position uncertainty is larger (equivalently, it can be said that it is equal to ''fewer standard deviations'' from that distribution). Thus, D M,t can be used as a benchmark for the plausibility of a measurement, when a belief for the position is available.
Outlier detection can be implemented by thresholding. If D M,t is above a certain threshold D th1 , the measurement is marked as erroneous. It can either be discarded completely, or its measurement covariance matrix Q can be scaled by a factor l s1 > 1. This lowers the weighting of the measurement and thus, its effect on the pose. Although this approach can successfully filter out outliers when the position estimate is accurate, the approach also discards correct measurements when the position estimate is wrong thus preventing selfrecovery.
This problem can be solved by another approach. When a measurement with D M,t larger than a threshold D th2 is detected, the covariance matrix rob,t describing the mobile robot position uncertainty is manually scaled by a certain factor l s2 > 1. If many consecutive measurements have large D M,t , this frequently means, that the current position estimate is wrong. However, the performance when outliers are present also deteriorates, as the filter now reacts more sensitively to large changes due to the increased covariance.
When the two techniques are combined, if there are only a few measurements with large D M,t which is typically the case for outliers, there is almost no impact on the positioning, as the position uncertainty is reduced by the subsequent correct measurements. In the case of a sudden position change, the position covariance is increased until it becomes so big that D M,t falls below the threshold, and the measurement is used to update the position estimate. This enables selfrecovery for the case of a lost robot. However, in general the outlier resistance is slightly reduced, and the reaction time to sudden changes is slower.
Typical values used in this work for the parameters are D th1 = 2, D th2 = 5, l s1 = 100, and l s2 = 1.1. These values are independent of the absolute values of the measurement covariances. Using these techniques improves the reliability (how often localization fails), as well as the integrity (how well the localization can recover from failure or at least can detect it), of the system [28] .
G. INITIALIZATION AND SELF-RECOVERY
One of the main advantages of the proposed mobile robot localization concept is that it uses an absolute reference (the static radar node) to estimate the robot pose. When the system is started, the pose is initialized to some coordinates (e.g., the origin of the global coordinate system facing in a positive y direction), and the state uncertainty is set at a very high value. A single bilateral radar measurement is then sufficient to get an initial coarse estimate for the complete mobile robot pose. The estimate is then refined with subsequent wall-detection measurements. Compared to relative localization techniques, for example based on a laser scanner and map matching, this enables quick, easy, and unambiguous initialization without any prior knowledge of the mobile robot pose.
The absolute reference also enables reliable self-recovery for the case when the sensor fusion result is implausible, such as when the estimate is on an occupied point (inside a wall). If such an implausible situation occurs, the state uncertainty of the mobile robot is set to a very large value. The subsequent sensor measurements are then used to recover the state as during the initialization procedure described in the previous paragraph. 
III. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed localization concept and algorithms, a mobile robot was equipped with the sensors presented in the previous sections. All algorithms were implemented on embedded hardware to enable real-time processing for a realistic evaluation of the system. A simplified block diagram of the implementation is given in Fig. 12 . The two dashed rounded rectangles represent the two main processing units from the point of view of the localization system. The grey rectangle is the robot with the main robot computer carrying the mobile radar with its digital signal processing (DSP) board which is shown in green.
Three software frameworks (shown as red rounded rectangles) were used to streamline the development, implementation, integration, and testing process: Symeo FusionEngine [29] , SmartSoft [30] , and ROS [31] . All three frameworks are based on the same basic principle: Divide the processing in nodes (software modules), which communicate internally and externally using messages (data packets formatted according to certain rules). The radar signal processing was implemented in the programming language C on the DSP board of the mobile radar (the fast Fourier transform (FFT) and low-level synchronization routines were implemented on an FPGA). The algorithms described in this section were also implemented in C as nodes for the Symeo FusionEngine as it is lightweight, stable, and platform agnostic. Corresponding SmartSoft wrapper nodes were written to enable interoperability and integration with nodes and services in SmartSoft and in ROS responsible for the robot navigation.
The blue rectangles in Fig. 12 denote sensors and the black arrows inputs and outputs. The sensors ''odometry'' and ''wall detection'' provide the measurement data z odo and z wd directly to the SmartSoft framework. It then forwards them as a message (SmartSoft communication pattern or object) to the FusionEngine. On start, the framework FusionEngine reads in the binary 2D occupancy-grid map of the scenario M og and the poses of the static radar nodes m rad,st,xy in it. The FusionEngine then begins sending command messages c meas to the mobile radar node software coordinating the measurement procedure.
Based on the information in c meas , the mobile radar node performs measurements on one of the multiple available static radar nodes. c meas contains the ID number of the radar node to measure. The measurement result of the static radars is transmitted back to the mobile radar over an frequency-shift keying (FSK) link in the 24 GHz band. The mobile radar software transmits the radar measurement result from and to the static radar z rad,st and z rad,mo to the FusionEngine.
The sensor fusion is distributed across multiple FusionEngine nodes. There are nodes preprocessing the sensor data and filtering out outliers based on thresholding of the Rx signal power, beamformer magnitude, and measurement sample variance. Other nodes coordinate the radar measurements and implement the EKFs presented in this section. Finally, there is a main node which maintains the state vector and coordinate transformations and fuses the results of all EKFs. As the measurements from the different sensors are conditionally independent, that is, p(x|z odo , z wd , z rad ) = p(x|z odo )p(x|z wd )p(x|z rad ), they do not need to be processed simultaneously but can be fused sequentially in the order they are obtained [25] .
However, care needs to be taken about the correct processing order, because the sensors have different processing latencies t proc , and the reception time and timestamping in the software t rec do not necessarily correspond to the time at which the respective physical effects were measured t meas . This problem is known as ''out-of-sequence measurements'', because it leads to an incorrect temporal order of the measurements [32] . In this system, this was solved by introducing a ''delay window'' (a.k.a. ''Time Sequencer'' in ROS). It is basically a first-in first-out (FIFO) buffer ordering the measurements not by the time they are received by the system but by the estimated time the respective physical effect was measured t meas = t rec − t proc , assuming the latency of the corresponding sensor is known and is constant. Although this ensures the correct fusion order of the measurements and thus, increases the accuracy, this procedure also causes a delay in the availability of the final result. Due to the relatively low latency of the sensors ( 100 ms) and the slow robot motion ( 1m/s), this delay did not have any significant impact on the the performance. 
IV. RESULTS
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed concept, it was thoroughly tested in three different real-life scenarios: a university building, a hospital, and an office building. Three robot platforms were used: a Festo Robotino [5] ( Fig. 13 (a) and (b) ), a Pioneer P3-DX (Fig. 4) , and a Pioneer P3-AT [33] (Fig. 13 (c) ). The height of the antenna array above ground does not affect the measurement accuracy, unless it is very close to the ground ( 50 cm), which would lead to a stronger multipath interference from the floor. Thanks to the modularity of the frameworks, to switch between the platforms, only minimal configuration changes in software were necessary.
During the tests, several configurations of the system were used. On the robots, there were either two radar nodes equipped with planar 2D arrays as shown in Fig. 13 (a) or a single radar node equipped with a ring antenna array as in Fig. 13 (b) and (c). Although both configurations yielded very good results in terms of accuracy, the ring array featured better reliability, as it offered 360 • coverage in azimuth (see the lower part of Fig. 13 ).
The two-radar configuration was virtually blind when the robot stood or moved transversely in the corridor, as no LOS connection to the static nodes was present. Detecting this condition in the sensor data fusion was challenging, as both radars supplied coarsely correct results over multipath reflections. The range sample variance could be successfully employed to detect and filter out such situations (the variance in the range measurement is, in general, lower for LOS than for multipath during robot motion). Synchronizing and coordinating the measurement cycles of the two mobile radars was also an additional complication.
The ring array configuration was not affected by the orientation of the robot, used less hardware, and the measurement cycle coordination was simpler. However, as fewer antennas were available per angle, the angular accuracy and multipath resistance were lower. This did not have any significant impact on the system performance, as the robot orientation is estimated mainly by the wall-detection system. The two configurations in the test scenarios are shown in Fig. 1 .
Two versions of the wall-detection system were used as well. The one used in the configurations in Fig. 4 and Fig. 13 (c) relied on three ultrasonic sensors and could detect the wall on one side of the robot. The platform in Fig. 13 (a) and (b) was equipped with a laser scanner, which was used instead and could detect the walls on both sides. The laser scanner data was processed using the Hough transform to detect the closest wall in the same manner as the ultrasonic array. As the output of this operation is identical to that of the ultrasonic wall-detection system, the algorithms from Section II-E could be reused for the laser-scanner-based wall detection. Again, thanks to the modularity of the frameworks, only minor configuration changes were required to switch between the different hardware devices.
1) UNIVERSITY BUILDING
The first test scenario, where the system was mainly developed and tested, was a FAU Erlangen-Nürnberg university building. The scenario consisted of an office with a size that was 4.5 × 3.5 m and a relatively narrow corridor that was 2.1 × 32 m as shown in Fig. 14 (c) . Two metal cabinets were also present in the corridor. The room (visible as a white rectangle in the lower right of Fig. 14 (a) ) was cluttered with furniture, such as tables, chairs, and cabinets, which decreased the performance of the walldetection system. To enable positioning in the room, a static radar node was placed in the room (shown as a green square at coordinates [6.6m, −3m]). Bilateral radar measurements were used to initialize and track the the mobile robot pose. In the corridor, the mobile robot was located based on two static radar nodes (shown as green squares) and the walldetection system. The robot was simultaneously tracked by a high precision total station Leica TS30, whose result was used as a reference.
The localization result of a typical test run of the multimodal sensor fusion described in the previous sections is shown as a red curve in Fig. 14 (a) . The reference is shown as a blue dashed line. During the test run, the robot started at position [4m, −3m] and then moved out of the room and along the corridor to its destination [0.7 m, 23.3 m], where the robot turned around. The robot platform was remotely controlled manually and moved at a speed between 0.5 m/s and 1 m/s. The platform from Fig. 13 was used. It can clearly be seen that the localization result localization result accurately matches the reference which proves the effectiveness of the proposed concept.
The resulting 2D positioning error was calculated from the logged data by linearly interpolating the reference measurements to the time points when the localization estimates were obtained. This approximation was assumed to be valid, as the measurement rate is relatively high compared to the robot motion speed. The resulting cumulative probability distributions for the error in x-direction e x , in y-direction e y , and the absolute 2D error e d are shown in Fig. 14(b) . The results are summarized in Table 1 in the column ''University''. The maximum error is 24.2 cm. Unfortunately, no reference for the heading was available.
The shape of the cumulative probability distributions resembles but does not completely match a Gaussian. The reason is the different underlying error sources. While the e x in the room is relatively large due to imperfect initialization, the error becomes much smaller in the corridor, where the wall-detection system is used. There is also a relatively large error in the area where the robot exits the room, as the radar measurements there are strongly influenced by multipath reflections from the door frame.
As uncertainty is a major aspect of probabilistic algorithms, it is interesting to analyze the accuracy of the estimated covariance matrix. This was done by evaluating the squared Mahalanobis distance D 2 M,t of the measurements
xy e x e y T ,
where xy denotes the position covariance matrix. The mean of D 2 M for the shown test run was 5.85. For an ideal zeromean Gaussian 2D covariance matrix, the expectation is E {D 2 M,t } = 2. This means that the filter provided a too optimistic estimate for the position uncertainty. Nevertheless, it can be used in further processing steps (e.g., navigation).
2) HOSPITAL
A second measurement campaign was conducted in a hospital building shown in Fig. 15 (c) with the demonstrator robot platform from Fig. 13 (a) . The laser scanner was used to detect walls. The measurement scenario consisted of a main corridor that was 2.5 × 65 m and multiple side corridors. As the tests were performed during a normal work day, multiple patients, visitors, and nursing staff moving around hospital meal delivery carts and wheeled beds were present. All these objects caused multipath reflections and partially obstructed the LOS path between the static and mobile radar stations and hindered wall detection. Nevertheless, the localization system could provide a reliable positioning service with sufficient accuracy for autonomous transportation tasks as odometry could be used for localization when the other sensors were obstructed. The localization could be initialized and recovered automatically in case of failure, for example when the wall-detection or radar sensor was obstructed over a long period of time.
The trajectory of a typical run with the total station measurements as a reference and the corresponding cumulative error probability distributions are shown in Fig. 15(a) and (b) . The results are summarized in Table 1 in the column ''Hospital''. The largest error was 39.4 cm. This is an FIGURE 15. Measurement result in the test scenario ''Hospital'' with the demonstrator robot platform, two mobile radar nodes with 2D planar arrays, and a laser scanner for wall detection (adapted from [20] ). excellent result, especially given that only two static radar nodes were used to provide coverage for the entire corridor of length 65 m.
3) OFFICE BUILDING
The third measurement campaign was performed in a corridor in an office building shown in Fig. 16 (c) with the robot configuration from Fig. 13 (b) . The laser scanner was used to detect walls. The scenario comprised a corridor that was 2.25 × 30 m, two side corridors, and a wider part furnished as a waiting room that was 5.3 × 3.4 m connected to the main corridor without a door (as seen at the bottom of Fig. 16 (a) ). The whole scenario could be covered using only two static radar nodes. As the waiting room was cluttered with furniture and other objects, the performance of the wall-detection system was strongly reduced. To also enable localization of the waiting room, the lower static radar node (depicted as a green square in Fig. 16 ) was placed to also cover this area. Using bilateral radar measurements, simultaneous 2D position and orientation estimation was possible.
A typical autonomous test run is shown in the figure using the total station as a reference. Due to the large angular velocity of the robot relative to the total station, tracking failed in the beginning, and no reference data was available. This segment was not used during further analysis. The resulting cumulative error probability distribution is shown in Fig. 16(b) . The results are summarized in Table 1 in the Column ''Office''. The largest error was 37.9 cm.
A very interesting comparison was conducted during this measurement campaign. For two test runs, the mobile robot was localized with the proposed wireless positioning system and simultaneously with a SICK laser scanner using the ROS adaptive Monte Carlo localization (AMCL) node. Although the performance of both systems was equal in the corridor (with a difference of less than 0.5 cm for any of the systems depending on the trajectory segment chosen), the laser scanner localization had an error of up to 30 cm at the end of the corridor where a glass door was located (at [1m, 26.5m]) as can be also seen in the photo in Fig. 16 (c) . Because the wall detection could successfully find the corridor walls and the radar provided localization in longitudinal corridor direction, the proposed system experienced no problems in this case.
The laser scanner measurement also presented an opportunity to evaluate the quality of the mobile robot orientation estimation. Taking the laser scanner as ground truth, the rootmean-square error (RMSE) was 1.48 • . The cumulative error distribution is shown in Fig. 17 . Albeit not obtained by a highly accurate reference, this value gives a feeling of the orientation estimation accuracy and lies below the required orientation accuracy of 5 • . This result shows that the proposed approach has an approximately equal performance in terms of accuracy compared to laser-scanner-based localization, which can be assumed to be state-of-the-art for indoor mobile robot localization. The radar-based approach, however, has better reliability in cases when transparent surfaces are present in the scenario. Although not explicitly tested, the reliability in the presence of bars, reflective surfaces, and dust should also be improved as they are also challenging for laser scanners.
V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The proposed concept of fusing secondary radar combining range and angle radar measurements with a wall-detection sensor and odometry was successfully verified in three realistic challenging scenarios. As already mentioned, narrow corridors represent a very difficult scenario for microwavebased localization systems, as multipath reflections from the walls, floor, ceiling, and objects in the scenario interfere with the LOS signal and significantly increase the measurement error. Thanks to the fusion with sensors with complementary properties, accurate and robust localization is possible even under these challenging circumstances. The comparison to the laser-scanner localization also demonstrated the advantage of using an absolute reference.
Localization accuracy can be improved further by using a radar sensor with a higher bandwidth and more receive channels. Both are feasible with modern highly integrated 77 GHz radar chips. This would also reduce the size of the system and improve its acceptance. High-resolution angle estimation algorithms can improve the resistance to multipath. A multihypothesis EKF or a factor graph could further increase the accuracy and reliability of the sensor fusion. Using a radar system supporting hybrid primary / secondary radar operation would be able to replace the ultrasonic or laser sensors for wall detection and obstacle avoidance and further reduce the cost and increase the flexibility of the system. A series of standardized experiments in different controlled scenarios can be conducted to obtain a more accurate estimate of the performance of the system and a better comparison to other localization systems.
